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Working together, firms from different parts of the digital economy can disrupt the supply side of the digital piracy equation to make it harder and costlier for illicit operators to function.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

▪ There is no single, easy solution to the scourge of digital piracy. But voluntary agreements between copyright holders and payment processors, advertising networks, domain name registrars, search engines, and others can and should play a key role.

▪ These voluntary agreements target key facilitating services and processes that enable piracy sites to profit from facilitating access to illegal content as if they were legitimate businesses—which they most definitely are not.

▪ Digital-piracy-focused voluntary agreements are increasingly common around the world. They differ by country and issue, but empirical evidence shows they can meaningfully effect consumer behavior, reduce piracy, and increase legal sales.

▪ The United States, Europe, and others should support further research and discussion of how voluntary agreements can be a standard part of every country’s digital piracy toolkit.

▪ Governments should proactively encourage more voluntary agreements alongside other anti-piracy policies as part of a reinvigorated, pragmatic discussion about best practices to support IP in the global digital economy.
INTRODUCTION
Voluntary agreements between copyright holders and payment processors, advertising networks, domain name registrars, search engines, and others can complement legislative and other efforts to protect creators’ digital intellectual property (IP) from the significant negative impact of piracy. Experience from the United States, Europe, and elsewhere shows how firms from different parts of the digital economy can work together both to support the marketplace for legal content and to reduce the availability of illegal content. There is no easy, single solution to address the scourge of illegal digital piracy, but voluntary agreements can and should play a key role.

Digital-piracy-focused voluntary agreements are increasingly common around the world. They differ by country and issue, but all share the common focus on groups of firms coming together to reduce digital piracy—a goal all responsible stakeholders should share. The empirical evidence shows these types of firm and government interventions can have a meaningful effect on consumer behavior, while also reducing piracy and increasing legal sales. These voluntary agreements don’t directly address IP rights enforcement online (such as getting web pages containing infringing material blocked or removed), but rather target key facilitating services and processes that otherwise enable large-scale, commercially driven piracy sites to function as if they were legitimate businesses—which they most definitely are not.

In this way, voluntary agreements target supply-side factors that make life harder and costlier for piracy operators that otherwise would be left unimpeded to profit from facilitating access to illegal content. It should be in the interest of all actors interested in an innovative and prosperous digital economy to have measures in place to stop their goods and services from being used to monetize illegal actions. At the heart of these efforts is the collective recognition by all players that digital piracy services are a social and economic harm to the broader creative and digital economy on which they all rely, and they’d all be better off working to make it harder—if not impossible—for them to function.

Despite what some might claim, digital content piracy remains a significant threat to creative individuals and firms that depend on copyright protection. The point should be obvious that enabling free (and illegal) consumption would cut into paid (and legal) consumption. Yet some need evidence. A 2017 scholarly study on copyright enforcement analyzed 26 peer-reviewed journal articles studying the economic harm caused by piracy, and found that 23 of them concluded piracy causes significant harm to legal sales. The report quotes Joel Waldfogel of the University of Minnesota, who observed at a 2015 meeting of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), “[T]he dust has settled in that literature... and most people believe that, indeed, unpaid consumption reduces the ability of sellers to generate revenues.” The director general of WIPO agreed:

What is clear [in regard to digital piracy], however, is that the impact of illegal downloading is significant and negative.... By dint of technology, we already have a seamless global digital marketplace, but it is an illegal one.

The world’s leading creative countries still have a long way to go before they can say they’ve significantly reduced digital piracy, but many are finally taking steps in the right direction toward this goal. In some instances, governments act as an honest broker to facilitate collaboration between the various stakeholders—whether rightsholders or Internet platforms—by suggesting
that if they don’t come to mutually acceptable agreements to curb piracy, legislation could follow, which may be in a form more prescriptive and onerous than some would otherwise prefer.

Various stakeholders in the digital economy often face a choice: do an effective job regulating themselves as part of a collective effort toward achieving a shared goal, or face government regulation. This is a decision many firms and policymakers are now debating across a range of digital economy issues, including digital piracy. If companies work well voluntarily, the pressure to introduce legislation to impose mandatory measures will recede. Voluntary agreements can influence public policymakers’ perceptions, as they can be seen (as they should be) as a good-faith effort to address a pressing issue. Voluntary agreements can also set industry best practices that can become norms, in part, as they differentiate firms and stakeholders working together toward a common, mutually shared goal with those not taking part in these efforts.

**Digital piracy services are a social and economic harm to the broader creative and digital economy on which they rely. All players would be better off working to make it harder—if not impossible—for them to function.**

Many stakeholders also realize voluntary agreements are, as they need to be, more adaptable than legislation, given the many different stakeholders and business models involved, both of which will inevitably change with technology. Likewise, for policymakers interested in pragmatic options to improve their digital economies, voluntary agreements are attractive, as legislative procedures take a lot more time and ultimately may not be best to address certain issues given the ever-changing nature of piracy. It may also be necessary for government to regulate in this space. But robust voluntary cooperative efforts can address many parts of the digital piracy problem.

This report provides an update regarding voluntary agreements around the world to highlight the role these initiatives play in reducing digital piracy. In this way, these existing agreements can act as a model for policymakers and firms in countries that have not yet sought to encourage this type of cooperation. Alternatively, these agreements could be adapted to work on digital piracy issues that do not yet have industry-based collaboration but would benefit from such a mechanism.

This report offers the following recommendations:

- Governments should support voluntary agreements as one of the policy tools they use to fight digital piracy.
- The United States, the EU and its member states, and other countries should support further research and discussion around how voluntary agreements should be a standard part of every country’s digital piracy toolkit. As part of this, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) should develop the core principles and processes necessary to create a template for voluntary agreements and include voluntary agreements as part of its standard digital economy policy recommendations.
Australia, the EU, United Kingdom, United States, and others should actively encourage other countries to use voluntary agreements (which at the moment they don’t), and other anti-piracy policies, as part of a holistic approach to protect and support the creation of legal content in their respective countries. Ultimately, this needs to be part of a broader, energized effort to support the development of a global digital economy based on legal (and not illegal) content.

VOLUNTARY AGREEMENTS IN THE UNITED STATES

The U.S. government has facilitated discussions between rightsholders and other players in the Internet ecosystem to establish voluntary agreements to address different aspects of digital piracy, including with regard to domain name registrations, payment processors, advertising, and others. During the Obama administration, the U.S. Department of Commerce’s Internet Policy Taskforce encouraged stakeholders to take part in existing initiatives and develop new ones in other sectors. Building on this, the Trump administration is engaging and working with stakeholders as one component of its four-part strategic approach to IP enforcement. At the heart of this effort is the Intellectual Property Enforcement Coordinator. Most recently, the U.S. Department of Commerce has considered the role of voluntary agreements as part of an inquiry it is holding into counterfeit and pirated goods.

This U.S. government’s effort to support voluntary agreements complements key provisions of the 1998 Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA). In the DMCA—a foundational law for the U.S. digital economy—Congress acknowledged the importance of voluntary agreements in addressing technological developments, conditioning Internet safe harbors on accommodating “standard technical measures” that have been “developed pursuant to a broad consensus of copyright owners and service providers in an open, fair, voluntary, multi-industry standards process.”

The U.S. Congress recognized that “technology is likely to be the solution to many of the issues facing copyright owners and service providers in this digital age,” and “strongly urge[d] all of the affected parties expeditiously to commence voluntary, interindustry discussions to agree upon and implement the best technological solutions available to achieve these goals.” In other words, Congress premised the safe harbor provisions of the DMCA on an expectation Internet companies would work in good faith with other parties to actively limit digital piracy.

The following sections outline some—but not all—voluntary agreements used in the United States.

Cooperation to Prevent Piracy Operators From Abusing Domain Name Registries

Rightsholders and domain name registrars (organizations that create, manage, and sell top-level domain names) have set up or considered several voluntary agreements called “Trusted Notifier” programs. These agreements streamline how domain name registrars respond to notices from rightsholders about cases wherein large-scale piracy sites have registered domains they manage, which contravene the domain name registry operator’s anti-abuse and acceptable-use guidelines.

On February 9, 2016, the Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA)—now known as the Motion Picture Association—announced the first of these with Donuts, the largest operator of new global top-level domain name (gTLDs) extensions such as .MOVIE, .THEATRE, .COMPANY, and over 200 other naming options. In setting out the details for trusted notifier status, standards for referrals, and actions by the registry, the Donuts-MPAA agreement shows how
private-sector stakeholders can come together to address online piracy and create a win-win scenario for all partners.\textsuperscript{12} For Donuts, the agreement protects its brand by ensuring its domains are legitimate and law-abiding contributors to the digital economy. For MPAA, the agreement provides a clear path toward the removal of infringing sites and material, albeit with the responsibility to fulfill several clearly defined and detailed steps it must make in presenting its case.

The president of the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN)—the private organization that governs the Internet’s domain name system—welcomed the agreement.\textsuperscript{13} Indeed, he should have, as ICANN’s lax enforcement of domain name abuses has long been a sore spot. As the Information Technology and Innovation Foundation (ITIF) outlined during a congressional hearing, ICANN has a history of poorly enforcing its policies, and has developed a pattern of putting its own interests ahead of those of the global Internet community, including not enforcing its own policies against domain name registrars that knowingly harbor or facilitate criminal activity.\textsuperscript{14}

In the first year of the agreement, 12 domain names were submitted, of which 7 were suspended or deleted by the registrar, 3 were suspended by Donuts, and 1 was addressed by the hosting provider.\textsuperscript{15} In this review, countering the criticism leveled at the Trusted Notifier program from pro-piracy activists, Donuts noted:

There has been concern on the part of some in the industry about this type of arrangement—namely, that it represented a “slippery slope” toward inappropriate content control, or that hundreds of domain names would be snatched away from rightful registrants. To the contrary, however, and in line with the previously published characteristics of a trusted notifier program, a mere handful of names have been impacted, and only those that clearly were devoted to illegal activity. And to Donuts’ knowledge, in no case did the registrant contest the suspension or seek reinstatement of the domain.\textsuperscript{16}

Following this, on May 13, 2016, MPAA announced a second trusted notifier agreement with Radix, another domain name registry operator, to ensure websites using domains operated by Radix are not engaged in large-scale commercial piracy.\textsuperscript{17} This is the first such agreement with an operator outside the United States. Radix has launched seven new domain extensions, including .online, .tech, .space, .website, .press, .host, and .site.\textsuperscript{18} The agreement imposes strict standards for rightsholder to use in their referrals, including that they be accompanied by evidence of clear and pervasive copyright infringement, and contain a representation that the MPAA has first attempted to contact the registrar and hosting provider for resolution.

These agreements between specific players in the domain name sector aim to proactively embed best practices in new domain name operators as an attempt to prevent piracy operators from misusing and profiting from new—and in some cases, existing—domain name operations. For example, on November 1, 2018, in its agreement with Verisign to operate the .com top-level domain, the U.S. National Telecommunication and Information Administration (NTIA) stated that it “looks forward to working with Verisign and other ICANN stakeholders in the coming year on trusted notifier programs to provide transparency and accountability in the .com top level domain.”\textsuperscript{19} Neustar Registry Services (which operates a number of TLDs, including .US, .CO,
.nyc, and .biz) informed NTIA that it had started discussions with industry groups about enacting a trusted notifier program.20

The Domain Name Association (DNA), a nonprofit global business association comprising groups, businesses, and individuals involved in the provision, support, and sale of domain names is working to build on these agreements as part of a broader effort to improve registry operations as they relate to piracy. Building on the early surge in interest when new gTLDs were launched, DNA and its various partners undertook good-faith efforts to develop the Healthy Domains Initiative, which is a voluntary self-regulation scheme launched in early 2017 to tackle misuse and abuse of domain name registrations.21 The practices are grouped into four areas, including addressing online security abuse, complaint handling for “rogue” pharmacies, enhancing child abuse mitigation systems, and voluntary third-party handling of copyright infringement cases.22

Agreements between specific players in the domain name sector aim to proactively embed best practices in new domain name operators as an attempt to prevent piracy operators from misusing and profiting from new—and in some cases, existing—domain name operations.

However, good-faith efforts to build on the early success of the Healthy Domains Initiative have slowed, due in part to the huge amounts of resources and attention domain name stakeholders have had to dedicate to the many problems caused by the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and its impact on ICANN’s WHOIS data (a public database with the names, phone numbers, email addresses, and mailing addresses of registered domain owners and operators).23 Law enforcement, IP owners, tech firms, and security and academic researchers use the WHOIS database to contact and manage the various parties responsible for the websites that populate the Internet. However, since GDPR’s passage, some registrars have not been supplying this data to the database over concerns they may face potentially significant fines under GDPR.24

It has also slowed due to misinformation and ideological opposition from the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) and likeminded academics that see these efforts as akin to censorship, including when DNA launched—and then withdrew—an effort to target domain names involving illegal pharmacy operators that may not be licensed to operate in the United States or sell fake/unregulated medicines.25

Cutting Off the Advertising Money Going to Digital Piracy Websites

Most public-facing piracy sites are motivated by money, much of which comes from advertising. This can involve ads from large, reputable brands that inadvertently have their ads placed on these piracy sites. There are a range of initiatives underway to cut off this source of funds.

Established in the United States in 2014, the Trustworthy Accountability Group (TAG) is a not-for-profit cross-industry (self-regulation) program for advertisers that aims to eliminate fraudulent digital advertising traffic, combat malware, fight ad-supported Internet piracy in order to promote brand integrity, and promote brand safety through greater transparency.26 In 2015, the U.S. Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) estimated that fraudulent impressions, infringed content, and “malvertising” were costing digital marketers $8.2 billion annually in the United States alone.27 Companies (advertising and agencies) have the option to achieve the Certified Against Piracy Seal by operationalizing and demonstrating full compliance with the TAG Anti-Piracy
Pledge and abiding by the Certified Against Piracy Guidelines. Google, Facebook, Disney, Warner, NBC Universal, and many other major companies are members. Major ad agencies—such as the world’s largest, WPP’s GroupM—have stipulated that their media partners either become TAG certified or use TAG-certified services.29

TAG aims to cut off the money piracy sites earn from digital advertising. Research has documented that up to 86 percent of IP-infringing websites allow web users to download or stream infringing media content for free, with the websites earning money via online advertising.30 A 2014 report by Digital Citizens’ Alliance and NetNames estimated that over 70 percent of video streaming hosting websites (also known as streaming “cyberlockers”) rely on ad revenue.31 The United States Trade Representative’s Notorious Markets report consistently highlights how online piracy sites around the world are funded by advertising revenue.32 An independent review of the top-5,000 IP-infringing web addresses in the United States, European Union, Latin America, and Australia estimated that about 13 percent of advertising on websites posing an IP risk are from major brands (including premium household names).33 Ensuring piracy sites don’t benefit from these ads is becoming a major focus for voluntary agreements around the world.

TAG aims to cut off the money piracy sites earn from digital advertising. Research has documented that up to 86 percent of IP-infringing websites allow web users to download or stream infringing media content for free, with the websites earning money via online advertising.

A 2017 Ernst & Young study showed TAG had helped cut revenue to piracy sites by 48 to 61 percent in the United States, which amounts to an estimated $102 million to $177 million loss in potential earnings for piracy sites.34 TAG also reduces fraudulent and malicious activity often associated with piracy sites. A separate December 2017 study found the use of TAG-certified distribution channels reduced fraud by more than 83 percent.35 Most recently, a 2019 study by TAG and its partner Creative Futures estimated that TAG had directly reduced the presence of 76 major brands’ advertising on pirate sites, which led to a 90 percent reduction in (ad) impressions served on piracy sites over two years.36 In 2016–2017, more than 60 brands or agencies each contributed large volumes of ads on pirate sites, with some premium brands generating between 5 million and 25 million impressions per month. By 2018, no premium advertisers could be identified at high volumes on pirate sites.

**Cutting Off Piracy Websites From Payment Processing and Other Financial Services**

In 2012, the International Anti-Counterfeiting Coalition (IACC), a Washington, D.C.-based nonprofit organization devoted solely to combating product counterfeiting and piracy, launched the RogueBlock initiative to provide a streamlined approach to targeting the online sale of counterfeit or pirated goods in the United States. The initiative was supported by (and continues to receive the support of) the U.S. Intellectual Property Enforcement Coordinator. IACC has over 250 members, including law firms, investigative and product security firms, government agencies, and IP associations. The four core goals of RogueBlock are to increase the cost of doing business for, and decrease profits to, the counterfeiters; shrink the universe of third-party acquiring banks willing to do business with rogue merchants; facilitate an efficient use of resources by both IP owners and partners by sharing relevant data and avoiding the duplication of efforts; and disrupt and dismantle counterfeit networks.37
RogueBlock cuts off financial flows to piracy websites via “payment processor agreements,” which allow members to directly lodge a complaint regarding a counterfeiter or piracy operator. Members use a secure process to lodge reports about infringements to IACC, which reviews them and then passes information about the infringement on to such affiliated payment processors as MasterCard, Visa International, Visa Europe, PayPal, MoneyGram, American Express, Discover, PULSE, Diners Club, and Western Union. The aim of this program is to disrupt the processes of counterfeit sellers by blocking their ability to take payments, thereby cutting off a key pathway for piracy operators.

RogueBlock is considered a success, as it is a win-win for all parties involved. Rightsholders are able to provide timely, relevant intelligence—and in the process aid payment providers in policing bad actors that seek to misuse legitimate commercial tools for illegitimate purposes.

To date, the program has terminated over 5,000 individual counterfeiters’ merchant accounts, which has impacted over 200,000 websites.

**VOLUNTARY AGREEMENTS IN EUROPE**

The United Kingdom and the European Commission are leading users of voluntary agreements as part of broader efforts to fight digital piracy—the latter as part of efforts to support its goal for a Digital Single Market in the European Union.

**Cutting Off the Advertising Money Going to Digital Piracy Websites**

As part of its “follow-the-money” approach to IP enforcement, the European Commission developed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on online advertising and IP rights (attachment A below). As former vice president of the European Commission Andrus Ansip stated at the signing, “MoUs are a key pillar in the work on the enforcement of IPRs.” This represents a key development, as the enforcement of copyright online has stereotypically been characterized by a lack of shared approaches between countries at the European Union level.

The European Union is starting to use specific voluntary agreements to limit advertising on piracy websites and mobile applications that infringe copyrights or disseminate counterfeit goods, including by integrating parts of TAG’s European operations into these agreements. On June 25, 2018, TAG, White Bullet, and many European trade bodies signed the European Commission’s Memorandum of Understanding on Online Advertising and IPR. As part of this, TAG offers a Certified Against Piracy Program through which companies can demonstrate they adhere to the requirements of the MoU.

Specific voluntary agreements are operationalizing this broader framework to address different parts of the digital piracy ecosystem in Europe.

**The Trustworthy Accountability Group**

On the heels of its success in the United States, TAG has set up and expanded operations in Europe, where the same issues and goals exist, and many of the same stakeholders in the United
States also operate. For example, more than 130 non-U.S. companies from 27 countries have applied for TAG registration. In early 2018, TAG announced an agreement with the United Kingdom’s leading standards body and opened an office in London to help expand its operations in Europe. On February 12, 2019, TAG launched Project Brand Integrity in Europe to help advertisers and their agencies avoid brand risk and damage by monitoring pirate sites and alerting them to the placement of their ads on those sites. White Bullet, a “Digital Advertising Assurance Provider” under the TAG Certified Against Piracy Program, scans the top ad-supported, infringing sites serving European markets in order to identify ads from reputable brands appearing on such sites. When a brand has ad exposure on infringing sites, White Bullet notifies TAG, which then contacts the advertiser or its advertising agency to alert them to the ad misplacements, so they can then take remedial action.

**Infringing Website Lists**

The United Kingdom has set up a process to identify and update a central infringing website list (IWL) to help reputable brands and advertising agencies avoid placing ads on piracy sites. The central goal of these systems is to ensure reputable advertisers don’t inadvertently provide financial support for piracy sites by placing ads on their sites—which might otherwise happen as ads are often automatically placed by software without direct human intervention.

Initially developed in 2013, Operation Creative is a voluntary arrangement set up by the United Kingdom between the City of London Police Intellectual Property Crime Unit (PIPCU) and various advertising and rightsholder stakeholders to identify websites engaged in copyright infringement and take remedial measures targeting them. PIPCU is funded by the United Kingdom’s Intellectual Property Office. As part of this, rightsholders identify and report copyright-infringing websites to PIPCU, which then evaluates and verifies the websites are infringing copyrights. PIPCU then contacts the site owners in an attempt to give them the opportunity to engage with the police and remove the content. If the website fails to engage and comply with the police, then PIPCU moves to remedial measures, such as contacting the domain registrar to seek suspension of the site, or cutting off advertising revenue by adding it to the IWL.

The United Kingdom has set up a process to identify and update a central infringing website list (IWL) to help reputable brands and advertising agencies avoid placing ads on piracy sites. The central goal of these systems is to ensure reputable advertisers don’t inadvertently provide financial support for piracy sites.

PIPCU’s IWL is the first of its kind in that it represents an online portal containing an up-to-date list of the key copyright-infringing sites, identified and evidenced by the creative industries and verified by PIPCU. Indicative of the need for these types of initiatives, the head of PIPCU estimated that a single website owner involved in large-scale piracy can make as much as $84,200 a year from advertising. Operation Creative supports broader follow-the-money efforts in that it is available to all agencies involved in the sale and trade of digital advertising, with the goal of allowing them to voluntarily cease the placement of ads on these piracy websites.

The program has been successful. A March 2017 report documented a 64 percent decrease in advertising from the United Kingdom’s top ad-spending companies on copyright-infringing websites (comparing 205 websites on the IWL in both January 2016 and January 2017).
Furthermore, another study from White Bullet in June 2017 showed an 87 percent drop in advertising from licensed gambling operators on illegal sites that infringe copyright laws (as compared with the previous year).\(^5^1\)

Elsewhere in Europe, Denmark set up an IWLS based on websites determined by Danish courts to be facilitating copyright infringement. The Danish government helped facilitate a memorandum of understanding (MoU)/code of conduct between the various Internet stakeholders so Internet service providers (ISPs) can block access to, and advertisers don’t show ads on, these sites.\(^5^2\) Other countries, including Italy, Germany, and Spain, have announced their own initiatives to tackle suspected ad-funded IP infringement.\(^5^3\)

**Cutting Off Piracy Websites From Payment Processes and Financial Services**

RogueBlock’s success in the United States has led to its expansion to Europe. In April 2017, IACC and the City of London Police announced a collaboration to target counterfeiting through the RogueBlock initiative. The program expands RogueBlock to encompass the .uk domain wherein the British authority processes complaints.\(^5^4\) The collaboration is part of PIPCU’s Operation Ashiko, which aims to tackle the online trade in counterfeit goods and protect the integrity of the U.K. domain tree by suspending websites committing IP crimes. The initiative supports PIPCU’s IP enforcement objectives by providing a streamlined source of counterfeit websites that are identified by rightsholders and that includes all the information required to take action against them. Since its inception, Operation Ashiko has suspended in excess of 20,000 websites by working with industry partners.\(^5^5\)

Additionally, in June 2018, the EU announced a similar collaboration between the European registry for Internet Domains and IACC. This collaboration namely exists to address cybercrime in the .eu (and other) domains, especially as a means to target counterfeiting.\(^5^6\) As of yet, according to IACC, the international program has resulted in the termination of over 5,000 distinct counterfeit sellers’ accounts, and has involved over 200,000 websites.\(^5^7\)

**United Kingdom: De-indexing Piracy Sites in Search Results**

An ongoing problem in fighting digital piracy is piracy sites often feature among many of the top search-engine results, even when there are many legal service providers. Many countries are looking at using voluntary agreements between search engines and the creative-content sector to ensure piracy sites are removed from results or “demoted” in that they do not feature on the first (or first few) search results pages. Research has shown demoting search results that link to piracy websites can shift user behavior toward legal consumption, which highlights that search engines are useful partners to reduce piracy’s impact.\(^5^8\)

In 2017, the United Kingdom’s Intellectual Property Office brokered a voluntary code of practice between representatives from the creative industries and leading search engines, including Google and Bing, to both remove links to infringing content from the first page of search results and make sure piracy search terms do not show up in autocomplete suggestions.\(^5^9\) The agreement went into effect on February 9, 2017, and set targets for reducing the visibility of infringing content in search results by June 1, 2017. At the heart of the code of practice is a process for testing whether search engines have met “targets for reducing the visibility of infringing content in search results.” Google has passed at least four rounds of tests.\(^6^0\)
The code of practice is part of the United Kingdom’s broader strategy to fight digital piracy and support its creative sector. It follows a 2013 Ofcom study (funded by the Intellectual Property Office of the United Kingdom) that estimated one in four downloads in the United Kingdom were pirated. The U.K. “IPO Strategy 2018 to 2021” report outlined its aim to “broker greater engagement from online intermediaries in the fight against infringement and IP crime.” This follows a Creative Industries Industrial Strategy that outlined plans to host a series of roundtables with copyright holders, social media companies, platforms that host user-generated content, digital advertising firms, and online marketplaces to explore other potential areas of cooperation. The U.K. government outlined to all stakeholders that it would consider legislative solutions to these issues if sufficient voluntary progress were not made in a reasonable timeframe.

Many countries are looking at using voluntary agreements between search engines and the creative-content sector to ensure piracy sites are removed from results or “demoted” in that they do not feature on the first (or first few) search results pages.

**VOLUNTARY AGREEMENTS IN THE ASIA-PACIFIC REGION**

**Infringing Website Lists**

The success and easy scalability of the United Kingdom’s IWL model has led many countries in Asia to set up their own IWLs. In Asia, Indonesia (October 2017), Malaysia (October 2017), Hong Kong (December 2016), Vietnam, and Taiwan (September 2017) have set up IWLs. On October 3, 2017, the Hong Kong Creative Industries Association reported Hong Kong’s IWL scheme resulted in the removal of advertisements on infringing websites by 50 brands in Hong Kong, and reduced traffic to a number of infringing websites by 14 percent on average. This is progress, given online advertising spending in Hong Kong in 2017 was estimated to be around $730 million, of which approximately 30 percent went to these infringing websites.

**Australia: De-indexing Piracy Sites in Search Results**

Stakeholders in Australia have also set up a voluntary agreement to de-index piracy websites. However, the Australian model is different in that it involves only one major search provider: Google. The Australian model is particularly interesting in that it links the de-indexing agreement with the country’s legal framework for blocking access to websites involved in large-scale piracy, which has proven to increase consumption of legal content and reduce consumption of pirated material. Russia has done likewise, albeit via legislation.

In 2019, Google reached a voluntary agreement with local ISPs and content rightsholders to de-index piracy websites from its Australian website (google.com.au) that have been blocked by Internet providers under Australian law. As of May 2019, Google had de-indexed 832 piracy websites. Australia’s former Minister for Communications, Mitch Fifield, points out that, while not legislated, Australia’s website-blocking legislation has led to these types of voluntary and positive partnerships between platforms and content creators.

In a way, these voluntary agreements to demote piracy-site rankings build on what major search engines, such as Google, have been doing themselves as they incorporate copyright-removal notices into their search engine algorithms to help with page ranking. In late June 2018, a
Google spokesperson stated that it had demoted 65,000 websites globally each week, and such demotion resulted in sites losing around 90 percent of their visitors from Google Search. This shows the impact of demotion. And while this is definitely progress, piracy websites have reacted—including by hopping from domain to domain—in order to circumvent downranking settings for a particular website. This highlights the need for other ways for search engines to work with other stakeholders in making it harder for piracy sites to feature prominently in search results—such as Google blocking piracy sites in Chrome and Firefox due to malware—while comprehensively, consistently, and prominently featuring sites that provide legal sources of content.

**VOLUNTARY AGREEMENTS AND THE WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ORGANIZATION**

WIPO and its member countries have enacted a new program to support the growing use of IWLs by individual countries. In June 2019, it set up a central database—called the “Building Respect for Intellectual Property” database—to allow authorized agencies in member countries to upload lists of piracy websites they’ve identified in their own systems to help others decide for themselves which sites to cut off from advertising revenue. It is important to note here that these are not sites wherein occasional infringing content might be posted, but rather sites dedicated to piracy.

This follows earlier discussions on the issues, such as in December 2018 and March 2019. WIPO recognizes the role voluntary agreements can play in supporting IP, stating:

> The project responds to increased interest among policymakers in methods of building respect for intellectual property which rely on voluntary cooperation, rather than on judicial or other compulsory measures.

Approved actors from the advertising sector (such as brand owners and advertising agencies) would be allowed to download this list to inform their own decisions as to where they place their ads (i.e., it’s voluntary). To accommodate the different systems and approaches, WIPO stipulates the central criteria that each website on uploaded national lists be a “site of concern,” meaning it’s reasonably suspected the website is deliberately infringing copyright and related works. Responsibility for managing these lists, and any right of appeal or review, remains with the managers of the national lists, not WIPO.
SUPPORT FOR AND OPPOSITION TO VOLUNTARY AGREEMENTS: CIVIL SOCIETY, ACADEMIA, AND STAKEHOLDERS

Despite the fact that these agreements involve good-faith efforts by governments and a wide range of stakeholders involved in the digital economy to enact reasonable measures to proactively address certain parts of the piracy ecosystem, ideological opponents of IP portray a grim picture, relying on vague claims that such actions represent an attack on a broad range of rights, and that these stakeholders are controlling the Internet.

EFF spoke for many in this camp when it stated, “We are calling these invisible and unaccountable arrangements Shadow Regulation…. [T]o defend our Internet, we need to pay attention to the encroachment of these secretive, exclusive agreements, and challenge them when they pose a threat to our digital rights and democracy.”\(^\text{75}\) Note that “their Internet” is not necessarily “our Internet,” as most Internet users would see it. “Their” Internet is an Internet wherein there are no rules, and illegal actions are allowed to run rampant. Also, most of these agreements are enacted in countries with independent judiciaries and legal protections for human rights and other related concerns. Similar to their other efforts to portray copyright as some conspiratorial tool for nefarious ends, EFF goes on to list examples of voluntary initiatives (most of which concern copyright infringement) which it plans to “bring... into the bright light of public scrutiny.”\(^\text{76}\)

As ITIF’s president Rob Atkinson outlined in “EFF Throws and Provides Shade,” EFF rejects both the rule of law and the right to self-organize, which in essence is a defense of anarchy.\(^\text{77}\) After all, it was EFF founder John Perry Barlow who, in his nihilistic, libertarian rant “A Declaration of Independence of Cyberspace” declared that the Internet should not be subject to any rules whatsoever, from government or private actors. For EFF, digital rights mean the right not only to shout, “Fire!” in a crowded theatre, but to light fire to the theatre itself. Indeed, EFF cannot claim to be protecting digital rights when it proclaims voluntary agreements should have no standing. Collective action is how order and progress occur, whether it be through government or other associations. For example, neither the Donuts/Radix nor MPA voluntary agreement create new categories of action. All action taken under these agreements must be for causes, and using remedies, already enumerated in other contracts between ICANN and the registry, the registry and some registrar, and the registrar and some registrant. Only the process of notification is affected.\(^\text{78}\) EFF and likeminded academics seem only interested in inaction, as they see efforts to limit piracy as an attack on their view of Internet freedom, and digital rights as license, not responsibility.\(^\text{79}\)

These voluntary agreements, and other debates about public policy issues online, represent a growing consensus that the values, laws, and norms we cherish offline are clearly underrepresented online. As tech pioneer and Internet security expert Paul Vixie stated in a piece responding to an article by University of Idaho Law Professor Annmarie Bridy that criticized the Donuts-MPA agreement:

> The courts have borders, where the DNS (domain name system) does not.... The Internet's technical and contractual structure has helped millions of criminals effectively bypass the system of laws and treaties by which the world's economies capped their losses in the pre-online era. Adjustment and redress of this imbalance is as inevitable as it is necessary.\(^\text{80}\)
In conclusion, Vixie noted that the trusted notifier program represents the engagement of Internet industry stakeholders with rightsholder communities to create efficient takedown-related activities, which is exactly what the Internet technical community told rightsholders they should pursue instead of the Stop Online Piracy Act (SOPA), a draft piracy website blocking bill that was considered, but never enacted, by the U.S. Congress in 2011. But of course, Internet extremists such as EFF and Bridy not only oppose laws (e.g., SOPA); they oppose voluntary agreements. For them, anything that might get in the way of individual license, even to do wrong, must be opposed, for as they say, “The Internet must be free.”

These voluntary agreements, and other debates about public policy issues online, represent a growing consensus that the values, laws, and norms we cherish offline are clearly underrepresented online.

As the Internet & Jurisdiction report “Cross-Border Domain Suspension” states, tensions around these two approaches—between the “Internet freedom” absolutists that oppose both government action and industry self-regulation and others that recognize that at least the latter is legitimate and necessary—tend to prevent a constructive discussion on substance. It’s time for EFF and their ideological fellow travelers to stop peddling fear to consumers and users—and providing shelter to “vandals, vigilantes, and mercenaries” who hide in their shadow—and work with other responsible stakeholders on constructive proposals that address a mutually recognized and supported goal: an innovative, creative digital economy that is based on legal content.

In line with this, despite Stephen Crocker (chair, ICANN Board of Directors) having pointed out that while these initiatives are outside of ICANN’s remit, he has stated that ICANN is hopeful these voluntary agreements will produce usable tools and mechanisms for registries and registrars. The Framework to Address Abuse is another constructive contribution. On December 9, 2019, 48 registrars and registries (including Donuts, Neustar, and other major providers) signed on to this initiative to address some of the most egregious abuses of the DNS. The Framework differentiates between what ICANN calls “DNS abuse” (e.g., malware, botnets, phishing, pharming, and spam) and “website content abuse” issues (e.g., piracy). The members are not required under their agreements with ICANN to monitor or suspend domains based on website content abuse. While ITIF may disagree, it supports this distinction given there is no universally accepted standard for evaluating content on the Internet.

However, these registrars and registries believe there are certain forms of website content abuse—relating to physical threats to human life—that are so egregious they should act when provided with specific and credible notice, such as on child sex abuse materials, the illegal distribution of opioids, human trafficking, and specific and credible incitements to violence. To help them do this, the framework suggests registrars and registries consider using trusted notifier systems, which are a form of voluntary agreement. It also notes that each registrar and registry has its own acceptable use policies or terms of use that may cover these and additional forms of website content abuses, which presumably include piracy. While the framework does not deal with IP, it is at least a pragmatic and constructive proposal built on the recognition that responsible stakeholders have a role to play in supporting a healthy and safe digital environment—as well as being based on the processes and voluntary agreements outlined in this report.
The Center for Democracy & Technology (whose founder Jerry Berman used to sit on the board of a former voluntary agreement, the Copyright Alert System) and other civil society voices also take a far more sensible tone. As it stated in a 2013 blog, “The Internet Society is, generally, in favor of industry-based initiatives to address various issues, including those related to intellectual property; however, we are also mindful of the risks associated with these approaches.”86 Given the potential for stakeholders to potentially misuse these agreements, this is a reasonable response to ensure they’re properly based in a country’s legal system and its inbuilt checks and balances. While we should always monitor developments, many of these voluntary agreements have been in force for years, have proven useful in addressing a specific part of the piracy ecosystem, and have not led to a large-scale negative impact on how the Internet works (as the opposition’s “Chicken Little” rhetoric suggests would happen).

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION: THE MORE COOPERATION AND ANTI-PIRACY TOOLS, THE BETTER

The global phenomenon of digital piracy cannot be tackled by any single government or international organization. Communication, collaboration, and cooperation across relevant actors, including government and the private sector, will be essential in reducing digital piracy and supporting the legal market for creative content. Within this, voluntary cooperation between different stakeholders in the digital economy can and does play an important role in addressing a host of harms that take place on the Internet, including piracy.

This report has provided a snapshot into some voluntary agreements.87 Some agreements have come and gone, such as the Copyright Alert System.88 Forming and operating voluntary agreements can be challenging given the legal and business issues between different stakeholders that have often been in protracted conflict over their respective roles in addressing digital piracy. However, the success of TAG, IWLs, RogueBlock, and others, and the fact that other countries and WIPO are replicating and supporting them, is evidence voluntary agreements should be one of the policy tools countries use to fight digital piracy. There is still a lot of room for other countries to adopt existing agreements and for everyone to look at other potential areas for cooperation, as the level of policy experimentation and adoption in fighting digital piracy is still far below where one would expect it to be given the size and growth of the digital economy.

Policymakers from the United States, the EU and its member states, and other countries should support further research and discussion around how voluntary agreements can be a standard part of every country’s digital piracy toolkit, and should work more proactively to encourage more agreements. The United States and European Union have moved toward such a holistic approach to protecting and supporting the creativity behind digital IP in considering the entire lifespan of IP rights, from registration to enforcement, and what anti-piracy tools can be used within each of these.89 This should obviously involve the organizations and stakeholders involved in current voluntary agreements sharing their experience and best practices to see how they could be applied to different parts of the piracy ecosystem. These parties should also include voluntary agreements as part of the best practices they support in other countries’ efforts to develop a healthy and creative legal digital economy.

Current experience shows governments have an important role to play in building the base for stakeholders to develop voluntary agreements (as has happened in the United States and the United Kingdom). This makes sense, as the government has an interest in how these
mechanisms are developed and implemented to ensure they follow principles of good governance and contribute to broader public policy goals. Indicative of the key facilitating role of government, the WIPO Advisory Committee on Enforcement stated in its submission (referring to the EU’s, United Kingdom’s, and Israel’s experience with voluntary agreements) that they “highlight not only the value of effective partnerships between public and private sector actors but also the important role that state authorities can play in bringing together and facilitating cooperation between different industry actors.”90

There is still a lot of room for other countries to adopt existing agreements and for everyone to look at other potential areas for cooperation, as the level of policy experimentation and adoption in fighting digital piracy is still far below where one would expect it to be given the size and growth of the digital economy.

In line with this, the EU, United States, United Kingdom, and others should ask OECD to make sure it includes voluntary agreements as part of its IP discussions, and does more detailed research into the impact of existing agreements, in order to identify the key principles and best practices that feature in existing agreements—and whether it’s possible to develop template frameworks for others to use. OECD should also build on the core points and provisions outlined by the EU in both its MoUs (see Appendix A) and WIPO submission in developing a model template (including core principles and processes) for developing voluntary agreements. This includes ensuring that agreements involve most, if not all, key firms in a sector, that these firms act in good faith in finding ways to work together. Within this model framework, the first step would be for government and industry to build a common narrative for stakeholders to engage on the issue. The stakeholders then have to dedicate time to building trust and understanding among themselves about how they each operator in a sector (which can vary widely), thus allowing them to collaborate in a way that is flexible (accounting for how businesses in the sector operator) and thus mutually beneficial. It should also include mechanisms to measure compliance and the impact of the agreement.91

The United States, European Union, United Kingdom, Australia, and others should encourage other countries to use voluntary agreements (which at the moment they don’t do), and other anti-piracy policies, as part of a holistic approach to protect and support the creation of legal content in their respective countries. Ultimately, this needs to be part of a broader, energized effort to support the development of a global digital economy based on legal (and not illegal) content.92 Overall, the debate around the critical role of IP in the digital economy is fairly lackluster, especially in comparison with the growing digital economy and the focus on some other key issues, such as cross-border data flows. Wherever possible, nations and businesses around the world should rectify this imbalance and work together to support the development and spread of new tools, such as voluntary agreements.
APPENDIX A: ARRANGEMENTS TO ADDRESS ONLINE IP INFRINGEMENTS

On June 25, 2018, 14 companies and 14 associations signed an MoU. Signatories agreed to measure the effectiveness of the MoU by reporting on the concrete means they individually have in place, and by monitoring the impact of the MoU on the online advertising market. The agreement has an assessment period of 12 months, during which the signatories will meet quarterly.

The signatories were Adform, Amobee, Associação Portuguesa de Anunciantes (APAN), Associazione Italiana Commercio Estero (Aice), comScore, Hrvatsko udruženje društava za tržišno komuniciranje (HURA) (Croatian Association of Communications Agencies), DoubleVerify, European Association of Communications Agencies (EACA), European Gaming and Betting Association (EGBA), Google, GroupM, Integral Ad Science (IAS), Internet Advertising Bureau Europe (IAB Europe), Internet Advertising Bureau Italy, Związek Pracodawców Branży Internetowej IAB Poland, Internet Advertising Bureau Slovakia, Internet Advertising Bureau UK (IAB UK), ISBA, OpenX, Publicis Groupe, Sovrn, SpotX, Sports Rights Owners Coalition (SROC), TAG, Uniunea Agentiilor de Publicitate din Romania (UAPR) (Romanian Association of Communications Agencies), Utenti Pubblicità Associati (UPA), White Bullet, and the World Federation of Advertisers (WFA).

According to the European Commission, the MoUs complement the legislative framework that continues to be the basis of the fight against counterfeiting and piracy. In conclusion, it states that the European Commission will hold further discussions in an effort to develop other MoUs, in the interest of stakeholders and society as a whole.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signatories</th>
<th>Commitments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>All Signatories</strong></td>
<td>Undertake the actions provided for by the MoU in a manner that ensures full compliance with EU and national competition law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support the follow-the-money approach to IPR infringements, seeking to deprive commercial-scale IPR infringers of the revenue flows that make their activities profitable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ensure that, in relations with their contracting parties, for the services that fall within the scope of the MoU, they act in a manner that upholds the spirit of their commitments under the MoU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advertisers</strong> (directly responsible for the placement of advertising)</td>
<td>Undertake reasonable measures to minimize the placement of their advertising on websites or mobile applications that infringe copyright or disseminate counterfeit goods on a commercial scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Take reasonable steps to ensure that, when they become aware their advertising is appearing on such websites and mobile applications, the advertising will be removed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Limit the placement of their advertising on websites and mobile applications, based on their own individual policies and assessment criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adopt an IPR policy and make it publicly available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advertising Intermediaries</strong> (directly involved in buying, selling, or brokering the sale or purchase of advertising space)</td>
<td>Undertake to allow, in their contractual agreements, advertisers or other media buyers to use or require the use of tools and safeguards with the aim that the advertising placed through or with support of the advertising intermediaries’ services is not placed on websites and mobile applications that infringe copyright or that disseminate counterfeit goods on a commercial scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Allow individual advertisers to use or require the use of tools and safeguards with the aim that the advertising placed through—or with the support of—the advertising intermediaries’ services are not placed on websites or mobile applications that have been identified by advertisers in their advertising placement policies, or with the aim that the advertising is removed from such websites when detected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adopt an IPR policy and make it publicly available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Associations</strong></td>
<td>Use their best efforts to encourage their members not to offer for sale, recommend, or buy advertising space on websites or mobile applications that infringe copyright or disseminate counterfeit goods on a commercial scale—and allow their services to be used to place, or in connection with the placement of, advertising in such advertising space in compliance with the principles of the MoU and subject to applicable laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Encourage their members, where appropriate, to sign the MoU individually</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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